Come Visit Us!!

Come to Room 3102 – the Center for Applied Anthropology – this is where all the action is. We have a great community that has developed over the school year and are happy to have you join.

The Friday California Field School!

On Fridays we are doing field archaeology locally in Portola Valley at Hawthorns Ranch.

Students take Anth 51 and Anth 16L and end up with a CRM Certificate that they can use to get jobs locally in archaeology.

Over 20 people signed up last quarter and you are invited to join. Check out the website.

Fall Classes on Campus!!

If you like bones then take Forensic Anthropology Tuesdays and Thursdays, and the Forensic Anthro Lab on Thursday.

Plenty of space in on campus Physical Anthro and the Labs (Monday or Wednesday).

Cultural Anthropology is open for business on Tuesday/Thursday as is Magic, Science and Religion on Monday/Wednesday!

As always plenty of online classes are available, including Linguistic Anthropology and Introduction to Archaeology.
Still working on your coursework for transfer?

Consider our transfer degree (AA-T) in Anthropology, a degree which ensures preferential transfer status to CSUs for anthropology majors and majors in related disciplines! Helps with UC admissions as well! Want to know more? Take a look at the online description of the required courses, and/or come talk to one of us!

Anthropology Club!

Saintra Thai is the past-president and she is happy to have you join (and looking for officers I am sure).

Email her saintrathai@gmail.com.

Summer Field Courses

Kathryn, Ana and Sam have just returned from Ireland and Hawaii where we had successful summer programs.

Keep an eye out for the new programs next summer. On the table may be Ecuador, Hawaii, and an Ireland return.

See you all soon!!